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Summary and reviews of Caught by Lisa Moore
Lisa Moore. Lisa Moore is the acclaimed author of the novels Caught, February, and Alligator.
Caught was a finalist for the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize and the Scotiabank Giller
Prize and is now a major CBC television series starring Allan Hawco.
Caught - Lisa Moore - Google Books
Moore is an established literary novelist taking a stab at a more plot-driven tale, and it’s not a
mistake in itself that this doesn’t hew to convention. But the book never quite reconciles
Moore’s efforts to complicate Slaney’s character with the stock feel of the surrounding
characters and plot lines.
Caught by Lisa Moore, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
Lisa Moore, "Canada Reads" latest winner and a New Yorker Best Book of the Year author, is
known for subtly crafted narratives that are at once sharp and impressionistic. Through an
acute ear for dialogue and pared down prose, Moore's characters are startlingly present and
instantly persuasive.
Caught by Lisa Moore - Goodreads
Caught is a propulsive and harrowing read."—Patrick deWitt, author of The Sisters Brothers
Lisa Moore, “Canada Reads” latest winner and a New Yorker Best Book of the Year author, is
known for subtly crafted narratives that are at once sharp and impressionistic. Through an
acute ear for dialogue and pared down prose, Moore's characters are startlingly present and
instantly persuasive.
Caught: Lisa Moore: Books - Amazon.ca
Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize nominee Lisa Moore talking about her novel Caught (House
of Anansi Press, 2013).

Caught Lisa Moore
“Caught’ by Lisa Moore. ( Read January 3rd 2014 ) Lisa Moore’s ‘Caught’ is a real page
turner. The story is easy to understand: there is a smuggler (escaped from prison), a cop
following him, a chase and a supporting cast of rogues and secondary characters. The book
starts strong with a hair-raising prison escape in Nova Scotia.
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Caught (TV series) - Wikipedia
With Allan Hawco, Paul Gross, Eric Johnson, Tori Anderson. David Slaney escapes from
prison tries to hook up with his partner for one more drug deal and while being hunted by
police. Based on the novel by Lisa Moore.
Lisa Moore (writer) - Wikipedia
Caught is a propulsive and harrowing read."—Patrick deWitt, author of The Sisters Brothers
Lisa Moore, “Canada Reads” latest winner and a New Yorker Best Book of the Year author, is
known for subtly crafted narratives that are at once sharp and impressionistic. Through an
acute ear for dialogue and pared down prose, Moore's characters are startlingly present and
instantly persuasive.
Caught, Book by Lisa Moore (Paperback) | www.chapters ...
Lisa Moore (born 28 March 1964) is an acclaimed Canadian writer and editor established in
the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.. Born in St. John's, Newfoundland, Moore studied
art first at College of the North Atlantic in her home province and then at the Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design.Although she had intended to follow a career in the visual arts, she
now writes full-time.
CAUGHT by Lisa Moore | Kirkus Reviews
Lisa Moore is the acclaimed author of the novels Caught, February, and Alligator. Caught was
a finalist for the Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize and the Scotiabank Giller Prize and is now
a major CBC television series starring Allan Hawco.
Caught – House of Anansi Press
Book Review: Caught, by Lisa Moore Caught is an outstanding novel, combining the
complexity of the best literary fiction with the page-turning compulsive readability of a thriller
"Caught" by Lisa Moore by AuStin Hong on Prezi
Caught, Lisa Moore’s latest novel, is about a 25-year-old prison escapee attempting to
smuggle millions of dollars of marijuana into Canada. As anyone who is familiar with Moore will
attest from the above description alone, this is a new direction for the author, whose
breathtaking and emotional short stories and novels have been delighting and moving readers
in Canada and beyond for over a decade.
Caught - Lisa Moore - Häftad (9780099587354) | Bokus
Theme Lisa Moore The story opens as the main character David Slaney, escapes out from a
Nova Scotia prison in 1978 which he was alleged of attempting to smuggle $1 million worth of
marijuana from Colombia to Newfoundland. After his escape, Slaney reconnects with Brian
Hearn, who
Book review: Caught, by Lisa Moore – Bookclub-in-a-Box
Caught is a propulsive and harrowing read."--Patrick deWitt, author of The Sisters Brothers
Lisa Moore, "Canada Reads" latest winner and a New Yorker Best Book of the Year author, is
known for subtly crafted narratives that are at once sharp and impressionistic. Through an
acute ear for dialogue and pared down prose, Moore's characters are startlingly present and
instantly persuasive.
Book review: Caught by Lisa Moore | The Independent
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Lisa Moore’s novel, Caught, recently shortlisted for a Scotiabank Giller prize, shadows Slaney
on his getaway from the Maritimes to western Canada and fills in details of his life pre-prison.
Book Review: Caught, by Lisa Moore | National Post
David Slaney is a Newfoundlander. Some may think him a typical Newfie. A (printable) British
equivalent might have it that folk from that rugged and isolated Canadian province are “thick of
arm ...
Caught (TV Mini-Series 2018– ) - IMDb
Caught is a propulsive and harrowing read."—Patrick deWitt, author of The Sisters Brothers
Lisa Moore, “Canada Reads” latest winner and a New Yorker Best Book of the Year author, is
known for...
Amazon.com: Caught (9780802122124): Lisa Moore: Books
Lisa Moore is the author of February, which was longlisted for the Man Booker Prize, selected
as one of The New Yorker 's Best Books of the Year, and was a Globe and Mail Top 100 Book;
and Alligator, which was a finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and won the Commonwealth
Fiction Prize (Canada and the Caribbean), and was a Canadian bestseller.
Caught - Kindle edition by Lisa Moore. Literature ...
Lisa Moore In 1982, the oil rig Ocean Ranger sinks off the coast of Newfoundland during a
Valentine's night storm. Helen O'Mara, pregnant with her fourth child, receives a call telling her
that her husband, Cal, has drowned.
Caught by Lisa Moore: Review | The Star
Caught is a Canadian crime drama television series, which debuted on CBC Television on
February 26, 2018. Based on the critically acclaimed thriller novel by Lisa Moore , [3] Caught is
about a drug dealer who, with the help of a corrupt cop, makes a daring jailbreak from a New
Brunswick prison in 1978, and travels across the globe to hunt down his drug king-pin expartner.
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